Abstract. we classify them into 3 big classes according to the economic development area labeled 1 to 3 by using the fuzzy clustering method. Then we give the regional factor a weight so that the colleges in less developed area can receive more money.
Introduction
We find that the top colleges are mainly located in the highly developed area. Therefore, social fairness factor is used to improve our model. We classify the United States into three areas according to the economic development by using the fuzzy clustering method [1] . Then we give the regional factor a weight so that the colleges in less developed area can receive more money.
Background and significance
Considering there are too many colleges in the United States,if we create a standard in a same method,it will lack of fairness.What's more, Analytic hierarchy process is not good at dealing with large amount of data,so we decide to improve our model by classifying the colleges from region to region.
The boundaries between things, some are exact, some are fuzzy [2] .Fuzzy clustering method is a mathematical method which involves the fuzzy boundaries between two things according to the certain requirements when classifying things.
Putting the Level of economic development as the most important factors,we decide to use Fuzzy clustering method to classify all the states into 3 groups.The states in different groups have different economic level.When distributing the money,we need to concern about the fairness factor,so the colleges which belong to different groups will get different amount of money,which means the college in a poorer area will get more money.
Description of Model
 The first step:On the basis real GDP per capital and gross product of 52 different states，we assume that the domain of discourse U={x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x 29 } are the objects to be classified,and every object involves two indexes: Xi={x i1 ,x i2 } (i=1,2...29). Then we can get a original matrix X=(x ij ) 29×2 ,since these two indexes have the same dimension,we can save the step of normalization. [3]  The second step：Use distance method to establish fuzzy similar matrix.
To confirm the similar degree of x i and x j ,We use the main method Euclidean distance:
Then we get the similar matrix:
Where c is a appropriate parameter which makes:
Here we define c=0.015.  The third step:cluster Use the fuzzy similar matrix from the second step,then we use the collecting data about the economic development about the states,we can get a dynamic clustering figure.
Model Solving
By using this method,we can divide 52 states into 3 groups,the result is shown in the following table.
We carry on the sorting of the states according to the state's total GDP . We divide the top 17 states, the middle and the last 17 states into three groups, numbered 1, 2, 3. The result is shown in the following form. 
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We label it on the following picture,the color red means the most developed area,the green ones represent the relatively developed area,the blue ones represent the less developed area.
Picture 1 States division according to the economic development
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Analysis the result from the table,we can know that: (1)The most developed areas are mainly located in the eastern coast of America.We label area '1'. (2)Relatively developed areas are mainly located in the middle of America.we label area '2'. (3)The less developed areas are mainly located in the northwest of America.We label area '3'.
Considering the fairness factor,we put these colleges into these 3 groups,and we sort the colleges according to the comprehensive index that we get above.Then we distribute money to these three groups differently,we will give the area labeled '3' the most amount of money,then the label '2',the label '1'.
Summary
By using Fuzzy Clustering Method to City divided ,we can evaluate school and have a certain significance to the investment for school [4] .Our model can be practically used in different fields to evaluate things from various aspects.And The influence of The location of the school on the school evaluation and investment is significant.
